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Critical exponents and dimension for generalised limit sets

Tianyi Feng and Jonathan M. Fraser

Abstract. There is a beautiful and well-studied relationship between the Poincaré
exponent and the fractal dimensions of the limit set of a Kleinian group. Motivated by
this, given an arbitrary discrete subset of the unit ball we define a critical exponent and
investigate how it relates to the fractal dimensions of the associated generalised limit
set.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Dimension theory of Kleinian limit sets. Let Dn = {z ∈ Rn : |z| < 1} denote
the open unit ball in Rn. Temporarily equip Dn with the hyperbolic metric dH defined by

|ds| = 2|dz|
1− |z|2 .

The space (Dn, dH) is commonly referred to as the Poincaré ball model of hyperbolic
space; see [B83, M88]. Write Con+(n) for the group of orientation preserving isometries
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of (Dn, dH). This group can be characterised as the orientation preserving Möbius trans-
formations on Rn ∪ {∞} which setwise stablise Dn. A subgroup Γ 6 Con+(n) is Kleinian
if it discrete and the limit set of a Kleinian group Γ is

L(Γ) = Γ(0) \ Γ(0)
where the closure is the Euclidean closure. The related radial limit set is defined by

Lrad(E) = {z ∈ Sn−1 : ∃c > 1 s.t. ∀r > 0, ∃x ∈ Γ(0) s.t. |z − x| 6 c(1− |x|) 6 cr},
that is, the radial limit set consists of points in the limit set which can be approached
from inside a fixed cone. Kleinian limit sets are often beautiful fractal objects and a key
question is to determine their fractal dimensions. Central to this theory is the Poincaré
exponent which provides a coarse rate of accumulation of the orbit Γ(0) to the limit set.
First define the Poincaré series PΓ : [0,∞) 7→ [0,∞] by

PΓ(s) =
∑

g∈Γ

exp(−sdH(0, g(0))) =
∑

g∈Γ

(

1− |g(0)|
1 + |g(0)|

)s

and then the Poincaré exponent by

δ′(Γ) = inf{s > 0 : PΓ(s) < ∞}.
If Γ is non-elementary and geometrically finite (see [B93] for the definitions), then seminal
work of Patterson [P76], Sullivan [S84], Stratmann–Urbański [SU96] and Bishop–Jones
[BJ97] established that the box and Hausdorff dimensions of L(Γ) are given by δ′(Γ).
Moreover, a further deep result of Bishop–Jones [BJ97] proved that the Hausdorff dimen-
sion of the radial limit set is always δ′(Γ) in the non-elementary case (that is, without
assuming geometric finiteness). See the survey [S04] for more background and details.

1.2. Box and Hausdorff dimension and some notation. We will be concerned with
the Hausdorff and box dimensions of L(E) and we briefly recall the definitions; see [F14]
for more details. Throughout this section we fix a non-empty, bounded set F ⊆ Rn. For
convenience we define the Hausdorff and box dimensions of the empty set to be equal to
zero.

We first define the box dimension. We say {Pi}i is a δ-packing of F if the sets Pi are
pairwise disjoint and each Pi is a closed ball of radius δ > 0 with its centre in F . Denote
the largest number of sets in a δ-packing of F by Nδ(F ). The lower box dimension and
the upper box dimension of F are given by

dimBF = lim inf
δ→0

logNδ(F )

− log δ

dimBF = lim sup
δ→0

logNδ(F )

− log δ

respectively. If these agree then we refer to the common value as the box dimension of F ,
written dimB F .

Next we define the Hausdorff dimension. Given δ > 0, we define the δ-approximate
s-dimensional Hausdorff measure of F by

Hs
δ(F ) = inf

{

∞
∑

i=1

|Ui|s : {Ui}i is a δ-cover of F

}
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and the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure of F by

Hs(F ) = lim
δ→0

Hs
δ(F ).

Using separability of Rn, we may assume all δ-covers are countable and if F is compact
we can even assume they are finite. Finally, the Hausdorff dimension of F is given by

dimH F = inf{s > 0 : Hs(F ) = 0} = sup{s > 0 : Hs(F ) = ∞}.

It is straightforward to show that

0 6 dimH F 6 dimBF 6 dimBF 6 n

always holds, although if F satisfies some additional homogeneity or regularity conditions,
then the box and Hausdorff dimensions may agree.

Throughout the paper, we write A . B to mean there exists a constant c > 0 such
that A 6 cB. The implicit constants c are suppressed to improve exposition. If we wish
to emphasise that these constants depend on another parameter λ, then we will write
A .λ B. We also write A & B if B . A and A ≈ B if A . B and A & B.

We assume throughout that balls are closed unless stated otherwise. We will mostly
work with Euclidean balls, but sometimes we will use hyperbolic balls. The distinction
will be made clear at the time. Throughout the paper, Dn = {z ∈ Rn : |z| < 1} is the open
unit ball in Rn and Sn−1 = {z ∈ Rn : |z| = 1} is the (n− 1)-sphere which is the boundary
of Dn.

2. Generalised limit sets

2.1. Generalised limit sets and the critical exponent. The starting point for this
paper is the observation that the limit set, the Poincaré series, and the Poincaré exponent
of a Kleinian group Γ only depend on the orbit Γ(0), which is, for all intents and purposes,
simply a discrete subset of Dn. Our motivating question is to what extent can we recover
the dimension theory of limit sets defined purely in terms of arbitrary discrete subsets of
Dn?

Recall that a set E ⊆ Rn is discrete if for all x ∈ E, there exists r > 0 such that
B(x, r) ∩ E = {x}.

Definition 2.1. Let E ⊆ Dn be discrete. Then the limit set of E is defined to be

L(E) = E \ E

where E denotes the Euclidean closure of E.

We also define the radial limit set.

Definition 2.2. For a discrete subset E ⊆ Dn and c > 1, we define the set of c-radial
limit points Lc(E) of E by

Lc(E) = {z ∈ Sn−1 : ∀r > 0, ∃x ∈ E s.t. |x− z| 6 c(1 − |x|) 6 cr}

and the radial limit set Lrad(E) of E by

Lrad(E) =
⋃

c>1

Lc(E).
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It is straightforward to show that L(E) is closed and contained in Dn ∪ Sn−1. In many
cases of interest, L(E) is a fractal set and our main aim is to derive formulae for (or at
least estimate) the fractal dimensions of L(E). Motivated by the Poincaré exponent from
the theory of Kleinian groups, we associate a critical exponent to the discrete set E which
gives a coarse description of how fast it approaches the boundary.

Definition 2.3. Let E ⊆ Dn be discrete. The associated accumulation series SE : [0,∞) 7→
[0,∞] is given by

SE(s) =
∑

x∈E

(1− |x|)s

where 1− |x| is the distance of x to the boundary Sn−1.

Since 1− |x| < 1 for all x ∈ E, SE(s) is non-increasing and so has a well-defined critical
exponent.

Definition 2.4. For E ⊆ Dn discrete, we define the critical exponent δ(E) to be the
smallest s such that SE(s) converges, i.e.

δ(E) = inf{s > 0 : SE(s) < ∞} = sup{s > 0 : SE(s) = ∞}
where inf ∅ = ∞ and sup∅ = 0 by convention.

2.2. First observations and simple examples. A naive guess, inspired by the theory of
Kleinian limit sets, could be that the dimensions of L(E) are given by the critical exponent
δ(E). This is obviously completely false in this level of generality. Moreover, this naive
guess can fail as dramatically as possible in either direction.

Example 2.5. For each k ∈ N let Ek ⊆ Dn consist of k maximally separated points all
of distance 2−k from the boundary Sn−1 and let E = ∪kEk. Then clearly E is discrete,
L(E) = Sn−1, and so dimH L(E) = dimB L(E) = n− 1 is as large as possible. However,

SE(s) =
∑

k

k2−ks < ∞

for all s > 0 and therefore δ(E) = 0.

Example 2.6. Let E ⊆ Dn consist of a sequence of points xk converging along a common
line to a single point w ∈ Sn−1 and suppose xk is a distance 1/ log k from the boundary.
Then clearly E is discrete, L(E) = {w}, and so dimH L(E) = dimB L(E) = 0 is as small
as possible. However,

SE(s) =
∑

k

(log k)−s = ∞

for all s > 0 and therefore δ(E) = ∞.

Another problematic situation is when the limit set is not a subset of the boundary.

Example 2.7. Let E ⊆ Dn be discrete. If L(E)∩Dn 6= ∅, then δ(E) = ∞. To see this, let
w ∈ L(E)∩Dn. Then there must be infinitely many distinct elements of E whose distance
to the boundary is at least (1− |w|)/2. Therefore SE(s) = ∞ for all s > 0 and δ(E) = ∞.

With these extreme examples in mind, it is clear that we need to impose some
additional structure on E in order to say anything sensible. Our aim is therefore to make
as mild assumptions as possible, and still be able to say something.
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Definition 2.8. Let E ⊆ Dn be discrete.

(i) We say that E is separated if there exists a constant c1 ∈ (0, 1) such that for all
x ∈ E,

B(x, c1(1− |x|)) ∩ E = {x}.
(ii) We say that E is well-approximated if there exists some constant c2 > 1 such that

for all x ∈ E, there is an element z ∈ L(E) satisfying

|x− z| 6 c2(1− |x|).
It is easy to see that the example described in Example 2.5 is not well-approximated

(but is separated) and the example presented in Example 2.6 is not separated (but is
well-approximated). The examples discussed in Example 2.7 are not separated. That is,
if E ⊆ Dn is separated, then L(E) ∩Dn = ∅.

We saw in Example 2.6 that δ(E) = ∞ is possible, but it is straightforward to see that
if E is separated, then δ(E) 6 n − 1. Indeed, partitioning E into elements x for which
(1− |x|) ≈ 2−k, separated E must satisfy

SE(s) .
∑

k

2k(n−1)2−ks < ∞

for s > n − 1. However, being separated alone does not allow us to say anything useful
about the dimensions of the limit set.

Example 2.9. For each k ∈ N let Ek ⊆ Dn consist of a maximal collection of 2−k-

separated points all of distance 2−k from the boundary and distance at most 2−
√
k from

a given point w ∈ Sn−1 and let E = ∪kEk. Then clearly E is discrete, separated, and
L(E) = {w}, and so dimH L(E) = dimB L(E) = 0 is as small as possible. However,

SE(s) =
∑

k

(#Ek)2
−ks ≈

∑

k

(

2−
√
k

2−k

)n−1

2−ks < ∞

if and only if s > n− 1 and therefore δ(E) = n− 1.

3. Main results

3.1. Dimension bounds. Our first result establishes a general bound for the upper box
dimension of the limit set, under the assumption that the defining set is both separated and
well-approximated; see Definition 2.8. It follows from Examples 2.6 and 2.9 that neither
condition is sufficient on its own to establish the same conclusion.

Theorem 3.1. If E ⊆ Dn is separated and well-approximated, then

δ(E) 6 dimBL(E).

Proof. The general proof strategy is to build an r-packing of the limit set from the set of
points in E that are roughly distance r away from the boundary and use this packing to
relate the upper box dimension of the limit set and the critical exponent.

We may assume that E is infinite and then ∅ 6= L(E) ⊆ Sn−1. For a given r > 0, let

Er = {x ∈ E : 1− |x| ∈ [r, 2r)}.
Since E is separated, it follows that #Er < ∞ and that Er is non-empty for a sequence
of r ց 0. Define also

Zr = {z ∈ L(E) : ∃x ∈ Er s.t. |z − x| 6 c2(1− |x|)}
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= L(E) ∩
⋃

x∈Er

B(x, c2(1− |x|))

where c2 > 1 is as in Definition 2.8 (ii). Since E is well-approximated, Zr is non-empty
whenever Er is non-empty. Note that

Zr ⊆
⋃

x∈Er

B(x, c2(1− |x|)) ⊆
⋃

x∈Er

B(x, 2c2r)

and that Zr ∩ B(x, 2c2r) is non-empty for all x ∈ Er. Now, for every x ∈ Er, choose

exactly one z ∈ Zr ∩ B(x, 2c2r) and denote this set of z by Z̃. Observe that each z ∈ Zr

is contained in . 1 distinct balls from the collection {B(x, 2c2r)}x∈Er . To see this, note
that if z ∈ B(x, 2c2r) then

B(x, c1r/2) ⊆ B(x, 2c2r) ⊆ B(z, 4c2r)

and the balls {B(x, c1r/2)}x∈Er are pairwise disjoint since E is separated. Here c1 ∈ (0, 1)
is as in Definition 2.8 (i). Therefore, writing vol to denote n-dimensional volume,

#{x ∈ Er : z ∈ B(x, 2c2r)} 6
vol(B(z, 4c2r))

infx vol(B(x, c1r/2))
≈ (4c2r)

n

(c1r/2)n
= 8nc2/c1 ≈ 1.

In particular, #Z̃ & #Er.
We wish to extract an r-packing of the limit set from the collection {B(z, r)}z∈Z̃ . Sup-

pose z, z′ ∈ Z̃ are distinct with z ∈ B(x, 2c2r) and z′ ∈ B(x′, 2c2r) for distinct x, x
′ ∈ Er,

and are such that |z − z′| 6 2r. Then z′ ∈ B(x′, 2c2r) ∩ B(x, (2c2 + 2)r), from which we
deduce x′ ∈ B(x, (4c2 + 2)r). However, since E is separated, the number of distinct x′

contained in the ball B(x, (4c2 + 2)r) is at most

vol(B(x, (4c2 + 2)r))

infx′ vol(B(x′, c1r/2))
≈ (4c2 + 2)nrn

(c1r/2)n
=

2n(4c2 + 2)n

cn1
. 1.

Therefore, we can extract a subset Z ⊆ Z̃ with #Z & #Z̃, and where the collection
Pr = {B(z, r)}z∈Z is an r-packing of L(E). Therefore, for every non-empty Er we have
built an r-packing Pr of L(E) with

(3.1) #Pr & #Er.

Write δ = δ(E), assume without loss of generality that δ > 0, and let ε ∈ (0, δ). By the
definition of δ,

∞ = SE(δ − ε) 6 1 +
∑

k∈N

∑

x∈E
2−k

(1− |x|)δ−ε .
∑

k∈N

#E2−k · 2−k(δ−ε).

This ensures that infinitely many k ∈ N satisfy

(3.2) #E2−k > k−2 · 2k(δ−ε).

Combining (3.1) and (3.2), we get that for a sequence of r ց 0

Nr(L(E)) &
r−(δ−ε)

(log(1/r))2

and, since our choice of ε > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude dimBL(E) > δ, as required. �
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Given the previous theorem, it is natural to ask for conditions under which the critical
exponent gives an upper bound for the dimensions of the limit set. In fact we will not
make any additional assumptions here, but we will only bound the dimension of the radial
limit set. We demonstrated in Example 2.5 that the same bound does not hold in general
if we replace the radial limit set with the full limit set.

Theorem 3.2. If E ⊆ Dn is discrete, then

dimH Lrad(E) 6 δ(E).

Proof. For a given r > 0, let Er = {x ∈ E : 1 − |x| 6 r} and let c > 1. Note that
{B(x, c(1 − |x|))}x∈Er is a 2cr-cover of Lc(E). Write δ = δ(E), fix ε > 0 and let r > 0.
Without loss of generality we may assume δ < ∞. Then, by the definition of Hausdorff
measure,

Hδ+ε
2cr (Lc(E)) 6

∑

x∈Er

(2c(1 − |x|))δ+ε

6 (2c)δ+εrε/2
∑

x∈E

(1− |x|)δ+ε/2

= (2c)δ+εrε/2SE(δ + ε/2)

noting that SE(δ+ ε/2) < ∞ by definition. Letting r → 0 we get Hδ+ε(Lc(E)) = 0. Since
ε > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that dimH Lc(E) 6 δ. Moreover,

Lrad(E) =
⋃

c>1

Lc(E) =
⋃

c>1
c∈N

Lc(E)

and so, by the countable stability of Hausdorff dimension, dimH Lrad(E) 6 δ, as required.
�

Note that in many cases Theorem 3.2 can be ‘upgraded’ to give an upper bound for
the Hausdorff dimension of the full limit set L(E). For example, one might know a priori
that the complement of the radial limit set in the full limit set is at most countable (and
therefore the radial limit set carries the full Hausdorff dimension). Indeed, this is the
case for limit sets of geometrically finite Kleinian groups where non-radial limit points are
precisely the (countable set of) parabolic fixed points; see [B93].

Combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we get the following result, which gives a precise
formula for the Hausdorff and box dimensions under an additional regularity assumption.

Corollary 3.3. Suppose E ⊆ Dn is separated and well-approximated and satisfies
dimH Lrad(E) = dimBL(E). Then

dimH L(E) = dimB L(E) = δ(E).

3.2. Sharpness and characterisation of dimension. Theorem 3.1 established that, in
the separated and well-approximated case, the critical exponent provides a lower bound
for the upper box dimension of the limit set. In the next theorem we show that this bound
is sharp. Moreover, by viewing this theorem in reverse, that is, viewing an arbitrary closed
subset of the boundary as a limit set in our context, this provides a characterisation of the
upper box dimension of an arbitrary compact set.
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Theorem 3.4. Suppose X ⊆ Sn−1 is non-empty and closed. Then

dimBX = max
E

{δ(E) : L(E) = X}

where the maximum is taken over all E ⊆ Dn which are separated and well-approximated.

Proof. The inequality dimBX > supE δ(E) follows from Theorem 3.1, and we show the
reverse (as well as the fact that the maximum exists) by constructing a set E satisfying
the desired properties and with dimBX 6 δ(E).

Given k ∈ N let {yki }i be a maximal 2−k-separated subset of Sn−1 and define the sets

Ek =

{

(1− 2−k) · yki : inf
z∈X

|z − yki | 6 2−k

}

⊆ Dn

and E = ∪kEk. Then L(E) = X and E is both separated and well-approximated. The set
E could have been extracted implicitly from the theory of Whitney decompositions (see
the Whitney covering lemma) but we prefer to give an explicit and self-contained proof.
Observe that, for each k ∈ N,

{B(x, 21−k)}x∈Ek

is a cover of X and so
sup
k
(#Ek)2

−ks = ∞

for s < dimBX. For such s,

SE(s) =
∑

k

∑

x∈Ek

(1− |x|)s =
∑

k

(#Ek)2
−ks = ∞

and so δ(E) > s and we conclude dimBX 6 δ(E) as required. �

Next we consider sharpness for Theorem 3.2. Analogous to above, we provide a charac-
terisation of the Hausdorff dimension of an arbitrary compact set.

Theorem 3.5. Suppose X ⊆ Sn−1 is non-empty and closed. Then

dimHX = min
E

{δ(E) : Lrad(E) = X}

where the minimum is taken over all E ⊆ Dn which are separated and well-approximated.

Proof. The inequality dimHX 6 infE δ(E) follows from Theorem 3.2, and we show the
reverse (as well as the fact that the minimum exists) by constructing a set E with the
desired properties and with dimHX > δ(E).

Fix s > dimH X. Then for all k ∈ N, there is an index set Ik and a collection of balls
{B(zik , rik)}ik∈Ik with each zik ∈ X and 0 < rik 6 2−k such that

(3.3) X ⊆
⋃

Ik

B(zik , rik) and
∑

Ik

rsik < 2−k.

Since X is compact, we may assume #Ik < ∞ for all k and such that

(3.4) min
ik∈Ik

rik > 2 max
ik+1∈Ik+1

rik+1

for all k. By the Vitali covering lemma, for each k ∈ N, there is a subset Jk ⊆ Ik so that
the subcollection Bk = {B(zjk , rjk)}jk∈Jk ⊆ {B(zik , rik)}ik∈Ik is disjoint and

X ⊆
⋃

Ik

B(zik , rik) ⊆
⋃

Jk

B(zjk , 3rjk).
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We define E using Bk. For each B(zjk , rjk) ∈ Bk, let xjk be the point on the line segment
between 0 and zjk with |xjk | = 1− rjk . Then take

E =
⋃

k

⋃

jk∈Jk

{xjk}.

First we check X = Lrad(E). Let w ∈ Lrad(E), in which case w ∈ Lc(E) for some c > 0
by definition. For all r > 0, there exists x = xjk ∈ E ∩ B(w, c(1 − |x|)) ⊆ B(w, cr) for
some jk ∈ Jk. But z = zjk ∈ X with |x − z| = 1 − |x| and hence, |w − z| 6 cr. Since c is
fixed, r > 0 was arbitrary and X is closed, we conclude w ∈ X.

For the backwards inclusion, again let r > 0 be given and let z ∈ X. Then there exists
k ∈ N such that rjk 6 r for all jk ∈ Jk, and where z ∈ B(zjk , 3rjk) for some jk ∈ Jk. Then
xjk ∈ E with |zjk − xjk | = 1− |xjk |. Hence, |z − xjk | 6 3rjk + 1− |xjk | = 4(1− |xjk |) 6 4r
and z ∈ Lrad(E), which proves the claim. Similarly we see E is well-approximated.

Next we show E is separated. Fix xjk ∈ E and consider xlk ∈ E for some l 6= j. Since
B(zjk , rjk) and B(zlk , rlk) are disjoint,

|xjk − xlk | >
1

2
|zjk − zlk | >

1

2
max{rjk , rlk} >

1

2
(1− |xjk |).

Otherwise, for xj′
l
∈ E with k 6= l,

|xjk − xj′
l
| > 1

2
(1− |xjk |)

by (3.4). This proves E is separated.
Finally, using (3.3)

SE(s) =
∑

k

∑

jk∈Jk

(1− |xjk |)s =
∑

k

∑

jk∈Jk

rsjk 6
∑

k

2−k < ∞.

Therefore, δ(E) 6 s and since this holds for all s > dimHX, we conclude δ(E) 6 dimHX,
as required. �

Note that, unlike in Theorem 3.4, it was not necessary to assume E is separated and
well-approximated in Theorem 3.5. However, the result is made stronger by including
these conditions since we show we can achieve the minimum within a restricted (and
well-behaved) family of sets.

The full limit set is always closed and so the assumption that X is closed in Theorem
3.4 does not impose any restrictions. However, the radial limit set need not be closed, and
so ideally we would remove this assumption in Theorem 3.5. That said, the radial limit
set cannot be an arbitrary set and so we first we consider the set theoretic complexity of
the radial limit set in general.

Proposition 3.6. For an arbitrary non-empty discrete set E ⊆ Dn, the associated radial
limit set Lrad(E) is a Gδσ set.

Proof. Given r > 0, define

Er = {x ∈ E : 1− |x| < r}
and, given c > 1 and x ∈ Dn, define

Cc,x = {z ∈ Sn−1 : |x− z| < c(1− |x|)}.
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Then,

Lrad(E) =
⋃

c∈N

⋂

r∈(0,1)∩Q

⋃

x∈Er

Cc,x.

Then, noting that E (and so each Er) is countable since it is a discrete subset of Dn and
using that Cc,x is open, we get that Lrad(E) is a Gδσ set as required. �

Unfortunately, we do not know how to prove Theorem 3.5 for arbitrary Gδσ sets, but we
can at least partially extend it to Fσ sets; one class lower in the Borel hierarchy.

Theorem 3.7. Suppose X ⊆ Sn−1 is a non-empty Fσ set. Then

dimHX = min
E

{δ(E) : Lrad(E) ⊇ X}

where the minimum is taken over all E ⊆ Dn which are separated and well-approximated.

Proof sketch. Once again, the inequality dimHX 6 infE δ(E) follows from Theorem 3.2,
and it remains to show the reverse by constructing a set E with the desired properties and
with dimHX > δ(E).

Write X = ∪mXm where each Xm is non-empty and closed. By Theorem 3.5, for each
m there exists Em such that

dimHXm = δ(Em),

Lrad(Em) = Xm, and Em is separated and well-approximated. Setting E = ∪mEm, we
immediately get

dimHX = sup
m

dimH Xm = sup
m

δ(Em) 6 δ(E)

and Lrad(E) ⊇ ∪mLrad(Em) = ∪mXm = X and also that E is well-approximated. These
observations are not enough to prove the theorem and so in order to upgrade our conclu-
sions consider the countable collection of ‘scale windows’ {[2−k, 21−k)}k∈2N and partition
this collection into countably infinite many countably infinite subcollections. We assign the
subcollections to the indices m and then insist that all the scales used in the construction
of Em belong only to scale windows in the subcollection associated with m. One has to
check that the proof of Theorem 3.5 can be modified in this way, but we leave this to the
reader. This ensures that the sets Em do not ‘see each other’. This is enough to ensure
that E is separated. Moreover, when running the proof of Theorem 3.5 for Xm replace
(3.3) with

Xm ⊆
⋃

Ik

B(zik , rik) and
∑

Ik

rsik < 2−k2−m

so that, at the end,

SE(s) =
∑

m

∑

k

∑

jk∈Jk

(1− |xjk |)s =
∑

m

∑

k

∑

jk∈Jk

rsjk 6
∑

m

∑

k

2−k2−m < ∞

for all s > dimHX. This ensures that δ(E) 6 dimHX, completing the proof. �
In Theorem 3.7 it would be good to replace Lrad(E) ⊇ X with Lrad(E) = X but we do

not know how to do this.
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4. Kleinian limit sets—revisited

In this section, we briefly revisit the setting of Kleinian groups. Part of the motivation
here is to understand exactly what properties of the Kleinian group are needed to make
statements about the dimension theory of the limit set. Note that, even though the
Poincaré series and our series SE(s) are not precisely the same, it is easy to see that
δ′(Γ) = δ(Γ(0)) where δ(Γ(0)) is the critical exponent of the discrete set Γ(0). From now
on we write δ(Γ) for both exponents without distinguishing between them. In this section
we use some basic hyperbolic geometry and elementary facts about Kleinian groups; see
[B83, M88] for more details.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose Γ is a Kleinian group and z ∈ Dn is not fixed by any element of Γ.
Then the orbit Γ(z) is separated.

Proof. Let r > 0 be such that the collection of balls

{BH(g(z), r)}g∈Γ
is pairwise disjoint, where BH denotes the closed ball in the hyperbolic metric. To see
that such an r exists, observe that, since Γ is discrete, the orbit Γ(z) is locally finite and
so we can choose r > 0 such that

BH(z, 2r) ∩ Γ(z) = {z}.
Now suppose y ∈ BH(g1(z), r) ∩BH(g2(z), r) for distinct g1, g2 ∈ Γ. Then

dH(z, g−1
1 g2(z)) = dH(g1(z), g2(z)) 6 dH(g1(z), y) + dH(y, g2(z)) 6 2r

which gives z 6= g−1
1 g2(z) ∈ BH(z, 2r), a contradiction. We now want to transfer ‘sep-

arated in the hyperbolic metric’ to ‘separated in the Euclidean metric’, but this follows
immediately since the Euclidean diameter of BH(g(z), r) = g(BH(z, r)) is

≈z,r |g′(z)| ≈ 1− |g(z)|
for all g ∈ Γ. In particular, for all g ∈ Γ, BE(g(z), c(1 − |g(z)|)) ∩ Γ(z) = {g(z)} for a
uniform constant c depending only on z and r, where BE denotes the closed ball in the
Euclidean metric. �

Lemma 4.2. Suppose Γ is a non-elementary Kleinian group and z ∈ Dn. Then the orbit
Γ(z) is well-approximated.

Proof. Let g ∈ Γ be given. Since Γ is non-elementary, Γ necessarily contains a loxodromic
element h with fixed points w1, w2 ∈ L(Γ) ⊆ Sn−1. Then the element ghg−1 ∈ Γ is
loxodromic with fixed points g(w1) and g(w2); both of which are also in the limit set. We
show that g(z) is close to at least one of them. Let C ⊆ Dn be the unique doubly extended
hyperbolic geodesic passing through w1, w2 and let x ∈ C minimise the distance dH(z, x).
Then the Euclidean distance between g(x) and g(z) is

(4.1) ≈z,x |g′(z)| ≈ 1− |g(z)|.
Since g preserves the hyperbolic metric, g(C) is the doubly extended hyperbolic geodesic
passing through g(w1), g(w2) and g(x) and, moreover, g(C) is orthogonal to the boundary.
It then follows by a simple geometric argument that the Euclidean distance between g(x)
and at least one of g(w1), g(w2) is at most

(4.2)
√
2(1− |g(x)|) ≈ 1− |g(z)|.
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By (4.1) and (4.2) and the triangle inequality, g(z) is within distance ≈ 1 − |g(z)| of the
limit set and therefore Γ(z) is well-approximated, as required. �

Despite the above, it is not necessarily true that orbits of elementary Kleinian group
are well-approximated and this explains why δ′(Γ) > dimBL(Γ) can hold in this setting.

Example 4.3. A Kleinian group Γ generated by a single parabolic element with fixed point
w ∈ Sn−1 is elementary as its limit set contains only the parabolic fixed point. The orbit
Γ(z) lies in a horosphere based at w for all z ∈ Dn. For g(z) ∈ Γ(z) sufficiently close to
the boundary,

|w − g(z)| & (1− |g(z)|) 1

2 .

Therefore Γ(z) is not well-approximated.

Given Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and our main results, we have therefore presented a self-
contained proof of the following.

Corollary 4.4. If Γ is a non-elementary Kleinian group, then

dimH Lrad(Γ) 6 δ(Γ) 6 dimBL(Γ).

The next result follows immediately from the result of Bishop–Jones which gives that
dimH Lrad(Γ) = δ(Γ) always holds for non-elementary Γ; see [BJ97]. However, their result
is rather deep and our proof is more straightforward.

Corollary 4.5. If a non-elementary Kleinian group Γ satisfies dimH Lrad(Γ) = dimBL(Γ),
then

dimH L(Γ) = dimB L(Γ) = δ(Γ).

Using Theorem 3.4 we give a characterisation of the upper box dimension of the limit
set of an arbitrary non-elementary Kleinian group.

Corollary 4.6. If Γ is a non-elementary Kleinian group, then

dimBL(Γ) = max
E

{δ(E) : L(E) = L(Γ)}

where the maximum is taken over all E ⊆ Dn which are separated and well-approximated.

We note that one can show directly that maxE{δ(E) : L(E) = L(Γ)} is the convex core
entropy hc(Γ) of Γ and thus recover [FM15, Theorem 1].

5. Generalisations and further work

The definitions of separated and well-approximated from Definition 2.8 were motivated
twofold. First, they are the simplest and weakest conditions we found which allowed us
to directly relate δ(E) to the dimensions of L(E). Second, they are satisfied for orbits of
non-elementary Kleinian groups. However, given that we are considering a very general
setup, it is natural to further weaken these conditions and see what can be recovered. This
is the aim of this section.

Definition 5.1. Let E ⊆ Dn be discrete and let 0 < β 6 1 6 α.

(i) We say that E is α-separated if there exists a positive constant c1 > 0 such that
for all x in E,

B(x, c1(1− |x|)α) ∩ E = {x}.
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(ii) We say that E is β-well-approximated if there exists a constant c2 > 1 such that
for all x in E, there exists an element z in L(E) such that

|x− z| 6 c2(1− |x|)β .
If E is 1-separated, then it is simply separated as in Definition 2.8 and if E is 1-well-

approximated then it is simply well-approximated as in Definition 2.8. The idea is that as
β and α move away from 1 we are imposing weaker assumptions on E—and should expect
poorer dimension estimates.

Theorem 5.2. If E ⊆ Dn is α-separated and β-well-approximated for some 0 < β 6 1 6 α,
then

dimBL(E) > δ(E) − 2
(

nα− (n− 1)β − 1
)

.

Proof. The general proof strategy is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1, but there are
a few places where extra observations are needed. We may assume that E is infinite and
then ∅ 6= L(E) ⊆ Sn−1. For a given r > 0, let

Er = {x ∈ E : 1− |x| ∈ [r, 2r)}.
Since E is α-separated, it follows that #Er < ∞ and that Er is non-empty for a sequence
of r ց 0. Define also

Zβ
r = {z ∈ L(E) : ∃x ∈ Er s.t. |z − x| 6 c2(1− |x|)β}
= L(E) ∩

⋃

x∈Er

B(x, c2(1− |x|)β)

where c2 > 1 is as in Definition 5.1 (ii). Since E is α-well-approximated, Zβ
r is non-empty

whenever Er is non-empty. Note that

Zβ
r ⊆

⋃

x∈Er

B(x, c2(1− |x|)β) ⊆
⋃

x∈Er

B(x, 2βc2r
β)

and that Zβ
r ∩ B(x, 2βc2r

β) is non-empty for all x ∈ Er. Now, for every x ∈ Er, choose

exactly one z ∈ Zβ
r ∩B(x, 2βc2r

β) and denote this set of z by Z̃. Observe that each z ∈ Zβ
r

is contained in
. rn(β−α)−β+1

distinct balls in the collection {B(x, 2βc2r
β)}x∈Er . To see this, write

E(r) = Er/2 ∪ Er ∪ E2r

and note that if z ∈ B(x, 2βc2r
β) and r > 0 is sufficiently small, then

B(x, c1r
α/2) ⊆ E(r) ∩B(x, 2βc2r

β) ⊆ E(r) ∩B(z, 21+βc2r
β)

and the balls {B(x, c1r
α/2)}x∈Er are pairwise disjoint since E is α-separated. Here c1 ∈

(0, 1) is as in Definition 2.8 (i). Therefore, writing vol to denote n-dimensional volume,

#{x ∈ Er : z ∈ B(x, 2βc2r
β)} 6

vol
(

E(r) ∩B(z, 21+βc2r
β)
)

infx vol
(

B(x, c1rα/2)
) ≈ r(n−1)β+1

rnα
≈ r(n−1)β+1−nα

In particular, #Z̃ & rnα−(n−1)β−1 ·#Er.
We wish to extract an r-packing of the limit set from the collection {B(z, r)}z∈Z̃ . Sup-

pose z, z′ ∈ Z̃ are distinct with z ∈ B(x, 2βc2r
β) and z′ ∈ B(x′, 2βc2r

β) for distinct
x, x′ ∈ Er, and are such that |z−z′| 6 2r. Then z′ ∈ B(x′, 2βc2r

β)∩B(x, (2βc2+2)rβ), from
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which we deduce x′ ∈ E(r) ∩B(x, (21+βc2 + 2)rβ) for sufficiently small r. However, since
E is α-separated, the number of distinct x′ ∈ Er contained in the ball B(x, (21+βc2+2)rβ)
is at most

vol
(

E(r) ∩B(x, (21+βc2 + 2)rβ)
)

infx′ vol(B(x′, c1rα/2))
≈ r(n−1)β+1−nα.

Therefore, we can extract a subset Z ⊆ Z̃ with

#Z & rnα−(n−1)β−1 ·#Z̃

and where the collection Pr = {B(z, r)}z∈Z is an r-packing of L(E). Therefore, for every
non-empty Er we have built an r-packing Pr of L(E) with

(5.1) #Pr & r2(nα−(n−1)β−1) ·#Er.

Write δ = δ(E), assume without loss of generality that δ > 0, and let ε ∈ (0, δ). By the
definition of δ,

∞ = SE(δ − ε) 6 1 +
∑

k∈N

∑

x∈E
2−k

(1− |x|)δ−ε .
∑

k∈N

#E2−k · 2−k(δ−ε).

This ensures that infinitely many k ∈ N satisfy

(5.2) #E2−k > k−2 · 2k(δ−ε).

Combining (5.1) and (5.2), we get that for a sequence of r ց 0

Nr(L(E)) & r2(nα−(n−1)β−1) r−(δ−ε)

(log(1/r))2

and, since our choice of ε > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude

dimBL(E) > δ − 2(nα− (n− 1)β − 1),

as required. �

The estimate from Theorem 5.2 recovers the estimate from Theorem 3.1 as β, α → 1.
Moreover, the estimate is monotonic in the sense that it improves as α decreases or β
increases. If the conditions are weakened too much, then Theorem 5.2 becomes trivial,
that is, the lower bound drops below zero. Setting β = 1 we see that in order to get
non-trivial information, we need

α <
δ(E)

2n
+ 1.

On the other hand, setting α = 1 we see that in order to get non-trivial information, we
need

β > 1− δ(E)

2(n− 1)
.

Theorem 5.2 is sharp in the following sense.

Example 5.3. Fix 0 < β 6 1 6 α. For each k ∈ N let Ek ⊆ Dn consist of a maximal
collection of 2−kα-separated points all of distance between 2−k and 21−k from the boundary
and distance at most 2−kβ from a given point w ∈ Sn−1 and let E = ∪kEk. Then clearly
L(E) = {w} and E is α-separated and β-well-approximated. Moreover,

SE(s) ≈
∑

k

(#Ek)2
−ks ≈

∑

k

2−βk(n−1)2−k

2−kαn
2−ks < ∞
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if and only if s > nα− (n− 1)β − 1 and therefore δ(E) = nα− (n− 1)β− 1. Finally, note
the lower bound coming from Theorem 5.2 is dimBL(E) > 0 which is sharp.

It is also natural to weaken the definition of the radial limit, for example, to points
which can be approached within an appropriate solid of revolution (replacing a cone).

Definition 5.4. Let E ⊆ Dn be discrete and let γ ∈ (0, 1]. For c > 1 we define

Lγ
c (E) = {z ∈ L(E) : ∀r > 0, ∃x ∈ E s.t. |x− z| 6 c(1− |x|)γ 6 crγ}

and the γ-radial limit set Lγ
rad(E) of E by

Lγ
rad(E) =

⋃

c>1

Lγ
c (E).

If γ = 1, then L1
rad(E) is simply the usual radial limit set of E and as γ decreases the set

Lγ
rad(E) becomes larger and so we should expect a poorer upper bound for the dimension.

Theorem 5.5. If E ⊆ Dn is discrete and γ ∈ (0, 1], then

dimH Lγ
rad(E) 6

δ(E)

γ
.

Proof. The general proof strategy is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.2. For a given
r > 0, let Er = {x ∈ E : 1− |x| 6 r} and let c > 1. Note that {B(x, c(1− |x|)γ)}x∈Er is a
2crγ-cover of Lγ

c (E). Write δ = δ(E), fix ε > 0 and let r > 0. Without loss of generality
we may assume δ < ∞. Then, by the definition of Hausdorff measure,

Hδ/γ+ε
2crγ (Lγ

c (E)) 6
∑

x∈Er

(2c(1 − |x|)γ)δ/γ+ε

6 (2c)δ/γ+εrεγ/2
∑

x∈E

(1− |x|)δ+εγ/2

= (2c)δ/γ+εrεγ/2SE(δ + εγ/2)

noting that SE(δ + εγ/2) < ∞ by definition. Letting r → 0 we get Hδ/γ+ε(Lγ
c (E)) = 0.

Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that dimH Lγ
c (E) 6 δ/γ. Moreover,

Lγ
rad(E) =

⋃

c>1

Lγ
c (E) =

⋃

c>1
c∈N

Lγ
c (E)

and so, by the countable stability of Hausdorff dimension, dimH Lγ
rad(E) 6 δ/γ, as required.

�

Theorem 5.5 is also sharp, as we show below. We use a self-similar construction and
refer the reader to [F14] for more background on self-similar sets.

Example 5.6. Let 0 < t 6 γ 6 1 and X ⊆ S1 be a self-similar set (in the arclength

metric) generated by 2 contractions with contraction ratios both equal to 2−γ/t ∈ (0, 1/2]
and satisfying the open set condition. For k ∈ N let Ek ⊆ D2 consist of points placed at a
distance 2−k/t from the boundary close to each of the 2k cylinders generating X at the kth
level. Let E = ∪kEk. Then

SE(s) =
∑

k

(#Ek)2
−ks/t ≈

∑

k

2k(1−s/t) < ∞
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if and only if s > t and therefore δ(E) = t. Since the cylinders generating X at the kth

level are of diameter ≈ 2−kγ/t, we get Lγ
rad(E) = X and so

dimH Lγ
rad(E) = dimH X =

t

γ
=

δ(E)

γ

and the bound from Theorem 5.5 is sharp.
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